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The spreading need for and use of configuration and data management (CDM) standards has highlighted a number of challenges to the companies that need to implement those standards. For companies and organizations that are new to CDM or have limited CDM capabilities, one of the major dilemmas faced is identifying how and where to start. In many cases there is a need to contend with a legacy of poorly identified items and information and an immature or non-existent CDM infrastructure (processes. procedures, people. & information systems). To the company management and CDM professional this poses a seemingly insurmountable task of putting in place a CDM infrastructure that provides the needed benefits while keeping within an acceptable cost and schedule. This paper deals with initially establishing the CDM infrastructure using the tools that a company already has available. The papei identifies features of common software applications that can be used to implement CDM principles.
TRADEMARK DlSaAlMER Reference nereln 10 any specdc commercial prodm. procass, or s€rvice by trade name, traamark. manufanurer, or oinerwse. aoes not necessanty const lute or mpty ns endorsement, recornmemiation, or favoring by the Unted States Government or any agency thereof or its mnlraclors or s~~c o n l r a~l o r s The spreading need for and use of configuration and data management (CDM) standards has highlighted a number of challenges to the companies that need to implement those standards. For companies and organizations that are new to CDM or have limited CDM capabilities, one of the major dilemmas faced is identifying how and where to start. In many cases there is a need to contend with a legacy of poody identified items and information and an immature or non-existent CDM infrastructure (processes, procedures, people, &information systems). To the company management and CDM professional this poses a seemingly insurmountable task of putting in place a CDM infrastructure that provides the needed benefns while keeping within an acceptable cost and schedule. This paper deals with initially establishing the CDM infrastructure using the tools that a company already has available. The paper identifies features of common software applications that can be used to implement CDM principles.
Please note that this dowment does not represent a corporate position of CH2M Hill, Incorporated. Rather it is an approach that has been developed via the compilation of the experiences and lessons learned of numerous indiviuals over a span of years. It is one of many possible approaches for implementing CDM principles.
Implementing configuration and data management standards requires that the items and related information that need to be controlled be identifed, placed under control, and then maintained and statused. To do this both a CDM process (e.g., as refleded by a set of procedures procedure) and implementing mechanisms (e.g.. people, and information management resources) are required.
Unfortunately companies are faced with a serious dilemma when establishing and maintaining configuration and data management processes. If a company does not already have the processes and mechanisms in place, it is faced with the seemingly insurmountable task of establishing them and then running them. The option of procuring the necessary processes and mechanisms is often fraught with high upfmnt expenses and seems to involve just as much effort as if the company did the work to create the processes and mechanisms.
This paper attempts to pose some possibilities for getting over these hurdles.
Suggestions involve taking things a step at a time rather than building or buying the processes and mechanisms in one fell swoop. To do this advantage is taken of the tools that a company already has availaMe but may not be fully aware of.
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Rev. 1 A basic approach for establishing a CDM infrastructure is to make the most use of what is currently on-hand. This approach avoids the high costs and xhedule impads of procuring Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS) systems or having such a new system built. Use of existing systems also reduces the need for additional training. PrioAizing improvements to the existing infrastructure can further reduce cost and schedule impacts.
Once the CDM infrastructure has been established it can be used to initiate identification and control of the configuration Rems and information. This allows time for planning and acquiring a mature CDM infrastructure either by continuing to enhance existing capabilities or by procuring or building new CDM systems. This examination of the existing infrastructure also provides a wealth of knowledge of related needs.
While use of existing capabilities may Seem to perpetuate existing problems and typically lacks the ntly bells and whistles, it allows efforts to be focused on those existing problems. This enables and encourages development of a better understanding of CDM needs. This information can also be used to acquire CDM capabilities that do a better job of meeting those needs than would be possible, if the company bought or built a new CDM system without performing these steps.
This gives the following basic steps to establish a CDM infrastructure:
1. Identify CDM infrastructure needs & requirements. Review requirements documents and intewiew users and customers.
2. Identify the existing CDM infrastructure. Inventory CDM-related procedures, applications, and resources (people).
3.
Identify and evaluate the existing capabilities. Develop a list of available capabilities that shows redundancies and insuffiaenaes. Perform a gap analysis of the available capabilities vs needs & requirements.
4. Develop a realistic plan for eliminating duplicate acquiring missing functions.
Start the plan at "integrate and enhance existing infrastructure" and build up to "acquire mature infrastructure."
Implement the plan
Since the intent of this paper is to make the most of existing capabilities, the acquisition and use of resources from external sources (e.g., buying a COTS CDM application) is not addressed. Performance of the steps included here would also be beneficial as a precursor to acquiring commercial CDM resources. This is because these steps build a better knowledge base for the acquisition and subsequent installation and implementation.
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The makeup of CDM infrastructure is reliant upon the needs and requirements that it must fulfill. In order to keep this paper short, this step will be fairly succinct. it really deserves a paper of its own. The act of identifying needs and requirements can provide a weaith of CDM knowledge about the nature of the needs and requirements as well as the CDMrelated processes that have been created to meet them.
It is important to capture and keep the data gathered from this effort. Portions of this knowledge will be used in stages to identify the existing CDM infrastructure, impmve existing CDM and business processes, plan long term impmvements. develop specifications and for future acquisition of CDM systems, and to develop miteria to test the maturity of the available CDM infrastructure.
It can be very helpful to use the data to build a fairly simpe model of the CDM infrastructure and add to it as information is gained. The model pmvides a way to store and organize the knowledge obtained from these CDM efforts. The model be used to recordlmap the sources of requirements and needs, attach usability data, and to locate and highlight redundant and missing functions. Portions of the model can be used when communicating with management and various organizations to further their understanding of what is being done relative to CDM and how the can benefit from and help in those efforts. Over the long term even a simple model can be developed into a fairly powerful tool.
IaentiryNeedsdsoulces
Needs and requirements are typically the result of speCitic contractual commitments, requirements derived form those, business rules, and the processes used to perform work. In the case of business rules and work processes, the needs and requirements tend to exist in both written and unwritten forms. Knowledge of the nature of these sources is critical to being able to properly prioritize and respond to the needs and requirements. For example: a CDM feature that helps show compliance to a state law might be given a higher priority than a feature that is used solely for process improvement.
IdentifyHhSttenNeedsaml-hem
Needs and requirements that pertain to which information must be managed and to how that information is to be managed can be identified by reviewing the written material that the company uses to do business. This includes such things as: With this knowledge a list of the data needed for identifying and controlling the configuration infomation can be developed. This "metadata" is typically entered into a database that relates it to the applicable configuration information. Some of the metadata is also attached to the configuration information to uniquely identify it and assist the user.
There is also an opportunity to identify data that is being gathered but is not needed.
The last of the bulleted data above is key to the topic of this paper. Examining the written requirements to determine which processes the information goes through and the metadata required by those processes allows construction of a simple model of the company's information management processes, which are a major part of the CDM infrastructure.
. IdentifyUmvlmenNeedsandRequirements
Identification of unwritten needs and requirements is just as important. Conversations with workers and a review of the information that they keep handy to do their work is likely to identify configuration information and/or metadata that is needed but not identified in contracts, procedures, etc.
The key data gathered in this step is similar to that gathered for written needs and requirements. Additional pieces of data are the impoltance and degree of use of the unwritten need or requirement. This can be used in the future to determine whether to document it in a contract, procedure, etc.
As part of this step, data should also be gathered about which configuration infomation and metadata is needed on a regular basis by the worker and in what form it would be of most use to the worker. The knowledge gathered is then factored into that gathered from reviewing the written sources and added to the CDM infrastructure model.
Identification of CDM capabilities requires an understanding of the written and unwritten practices people are performing, the capabilities available in the software applications that people commonly use, and the CDM related skills that people have developed. To identify CDM capabilities first identify the electronic and manual tools used to develop, manage, and distribute configuration information. These tools include such things as electronic and physical file cabinets, word processing software, databases, logs, reproduction tools, and distribution mechanisms. The following is a brief list of the steps invoked.
Review procedures and intelview personnel to identify the processes that handle configuration information. Much of this knowledge can be gathered while identifying CDM needs and requirements.
Examine each process to identify the electronic and manual information management tools that it uses.
Identify who is responsible for maintaining each tool.
Identify the types of users for each tool (e.g., by organization and/or discipline).
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Rev. 1 rn Summarize the basic purpose and fundion of each tool rn Get an approximate measure of how much each tool is used and its cost.
rn Determine the type of information managed by each tool rn Identify the metadata each tool uses to manage information rn Determine the inter-relationships between the various tools rn Determine the relationships between the various tools and the CDM written and unwritten processes.
Once the effort to identify and evaluate existing tools has begun the steps will tend to run concurrently and be somewhat reiterative. As each tool is identiied and examined, the knowledge gained will tend to improve the understanding of how other tools are used. At times this will generate questions about other tools, some of which have already been examined. This reiterative performance can lead to an mer-extensive examination of the tools. In order to avoid such an excess of effort. it is wise to regularly check the knowledge gained against the list of needs and requirements. It is also helpful to fiiter out redundant tools and processes.
Now that a basic understanding of the needs and requirements has been developed and the related processes and the mechanisms (tools) used by those processes have been identified, it is time to determine the capabilities of those tools.
The fad that a capability exists does not necessarily mean that people are knowledgeable of it or are using it. Therefore it is necessary to identify the existing tools and the tools' capabilities that are being used. The tools are then examined to find the capabilities that are available but are not in use. The knowledge gained here is used to refine the understanding ofthe CDM infrastrudure and any model that has been have developed.
Due to the time and paper limitations this paper will address the capabilities available in the software applications that people commonly use. The capabilities are available in varying degrees in other commercially available sofhvare.
IdentifyCapaMlitiesinUse
An examination of how each tool is used provides an understanding of some of its capabiliiies. The following is a brief list of the steps involved.
rn rn
Determine the basicway that the tool is used to manage information, Identify the meta-data that is colleded and used when operating the tool. This may vary for different types of configuration information.
Identify the purpose of the metadata (e.g., to identify who can a p p e the dowment, to index the information files, to provide performance data to management, or not
Used),
Identify the customers for these capabilities and the metadata rn RPP5025 Rev. 1
2 evaluatelrrusecapabilii
Develop a picture of how tools are being used to manage information and implement work processes. Evaluate the in-use capabilities to identify areas for improvement. This indudes elimination of redundancies, consolidation of tools, and improving use and useability. Compare the capabilities of each tool to the set of needs and requirements and identify gaps and insufficiencies.
eveluateunusedcapabilii
With an understanding of how the tools are being used and the gaps that exist in them it is possible to do an informed search for missing capabilities. To this end each of the tools is evaluated to identify capabilities that exist but are not being used. Specific attention is paid to finding capabilities that can be used to fulfill CDM needs and requirements. The section on " Identifying Existing Capabilities" includes an example of the types of capabilities that can be found.
The software applications commonly used in today's office place oflen have CDM features that are under-utilized. The following are some examples.
Document Identification, Trace-ability, and Status Accounting
Many standard word processing, database, and spreadsheet sothare applications provide the means for entering and tracking metadata. While the specific capabilities vary, typical types of metadata tracked include information that conelates documents to items, people, organizations, customers, accounts, and other documents and tell when a document was first produced, when it was last changed, who changed it, and what they changed. Common locations for metadata include file properties, dowment summaries, headers, comments, notes, and special fields.
These fields hold both automatically generated and authordefined information about the document. Some applications allow the fields to be tied to document content such that all occurrences of a field in the dowment will be updated when the property field is up dated. With judicious use, the fields may store and status just about any form of information that a CDM professional would want tied to a document. Table 1 gives examples of metadata that can be tracked via automatically generated or user selectable fields in a few common document viewing and editing applications. In addition to the fields listed in Table 1 , each of these applications allow information to be imbedded in the document in the form of notes, comments, and other data fields.'
Change Control & Markup
As well as having the capability to automatically number file revisionshersions. many office applications indude the ability to control and track changes as they are made to the document. The automatic markup capabilities range fmm redline and strike-out to the ability to automatically do complex formatting and annotation based upon what was changed, who changed it, and how it was changed.
With the increase in publishing via the web, object linking and hyper linking capabilities have been built into common office programs. The use of object linking allows a piece of information to be shared amongst a number of documents. This enables the updating of all of the documents that use the information by changing a single dowment file. Use of RPP-6825 Rev. 1 the change tracking and properties capabilities provides for the tracking changes and their impacts.
Contmlled Diwbution
Posting the native files of documents on a shared read-only sewer, can be used to pmvide users with controlled access to the most recent venion of the dowment. This encourages people to use the document form the sewer, reduces the tendency for people to maintain their own copies, and provides the author with the original as a basis for changes. It also allows and encourages the sharing of information between documents (e& linking), which reduces duplication and conflicts.
By now the CDM infrastructure model has grown to show what information is being managed: the processes, mechanisms, and tools that are used to manage it; where and how the needs and requirements are met, where gaps exist and how they can be filled, and what redundancies and excess capabilities exist. The model represents the desired architecture of the CDM infrastructure and includes an overlay of where trimming and improvements are needed to get to that desired state. It is now possible to develop a plan for the cost-effective impmvement of the CDM infrastructure. Of equal importance, the model can be used to train employees and educate customen.
a1 B a S i c C D M h f m a m A m~
Using the capabilities listed above a basic CDM infrastructure can be constructed that will enable implementation of CDM principles to begin. The resultant CDM infrastructure could vary across a wide range of possible architectures.
A very simple and basic CDM architedure might consist of the following components:
A common set of document preparation applications (word pmcessing. spreadsheet, graphics. presentation, database, planning, etc.) , One or more file sewers to contain the electronic files of the configuration information.
Speci13c location(s) for manual files.
A user interface (e& Netscapem, lntemet Explorer, Window58 Explorer) for locating and retrieving files from the file sewer.
CDM I ---= m e
Using these components a basic CDM system could be implemented as follows:
Maintain a crossreferenced and linked list of configuration items, configuration information, owners, and miscellaneous tracking data (e& using a spreadsheet or database).
Place all configuration information files in specilic places with reliable administraton. Maintain a set of "current" files that always have the same name and path. Archive old files to another location.
RPP-6825 Rev. 1 NOTE: Figure 1 provides an example mechanism for making configuration
Provide users with a list of information resources. Where possible include links to those resources. Otherwise provide instructions on how to access the resource. See Figure 2 for an example.
Build an index and taMe of contents for the users that has hyperlinks each configuration information ently to the "current" file that contains the information. See Figure 3 for an example.
Where configuration information is not available electronically (e.g., it is in a file cabinet or isolated location) identify it in the electronic index and taMe of contents with a note of where it is and directions on how to access it.
Use the file metadata to store, post, and update the CDM data used to track, control.
and access for the configuration information (e.g.. document -item -owner references). See TaMe 1 and Figures 4 -6 for examples.
Use object linking to share infomation between documents.
Hyperlink document content to references and source material. Add a hyperlink to email the author and/or approval authonty with comments or for help.
Where it is desirable, convert basic drawings and figures to html and add links from the image items to related information.
Use an HTML project application to provide a map of the hyperlinked documents.
Provide instructions and training about the CDM architecture and its fundions (e.g., the above fundionality).
information accessible using the following techniques.
Successful planning is a topic for that would require a number of papen for decent coverage so 1' 11 be very brief here. "Plan what you do -do what you plan." Once the work starts, it is far too tempting to add a helpful feature that will only take a m a l l amount of effort and time. Such small adjustments during implementation have been known to add up rapidly and at times have caused faidy major validation problems. Scope creep has resulted in the failure of many software projects. Concentrate on establishing the overall CDM infrastructure and Save the tweaking for afl er the planned changes have been made. Then make the improvements using a defined change control process. 
